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Slot Tech Editorial

Randy Fromm

Randy Fromm

Hello to the 3000 of you
that picked up this
magazine at the Glo-

bal Gaming Expo. That’s how
many copies of Slot Tech
Magazine are slated for dis-
tribution at the show, any-
way. We didn’t do anything
special for this “show” issue.
It’s really pretty typical of
what Slot Tech Magazines
brings to our readers each
month. It’s sort of a mix of
new products, slot systems
and slot repair, the raison
d'être of Slot Tech Magazine.
We are dedicated to techni-
cal education and training for
slot machine technicians,

from the novice floor tech to
the experienced bench tech
who is looking to pick up on
a few new techniques.

Some of those experienced
and talented slot techs are
our contributing writers. Our
technical articles are penned
by working technicians and
engineers in the gaming in-
dustry. Some work in casinos
from across the globe. Oth-
ers work for slot machine
manufacturers or the makers
of peripheral devices such as
bill validators, ticket printers,
coin validators and monitors.
Readers are guaranteed to
stay informed with accurate
technical information.

If your property is Ticket in-
Ticket-out (and who isn’t
these days?) it is important
to understand the exact se-
quence of events in a TITO
transaction. Specifically, the
ticket itself, a bearer instru-
ment, must work together
with the backend system in
a foolproof chain of events
that allows credits to be is-
sued and redeemed with
complete accountability and
security. This month, Jason
Czito takes us through the
entire process with his out-
standing contribution to the
Slot Tech Magazine
knowledgebase, Ticketing Ins
and Outs. His lengthy article
begins on page six.

In September’s issue of Slot
Tech Magazine, the PAL193
in machine interface board
was introduced, configured
and connected to a slot
machine. Now comes the fun
part, as my longtime
technical associate Vic
Fortenbach (I have known Vic
for more than 25 years)
returns with part two of his
look at Paltronics’ Jackpot
Controller, the BSK100. The
article highlights configuring
and connecting the jackpot
controller as well as
troubleshooting issues (not
many. According to Vic, the
thing’s as solid as a rock).

There is much more, of
course, including perennial
favorite Pat Porath with his
“Quick & Simple Repairs.”

Enjoy the Expo. See you at
the casino.
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Just insert a clean Waffl eTechnology Cleaning System and it will pop out dirty. It grabs

the dirt in seconds, leaving your JCM validators sparkling, and ready to accept more money! 

Maintenance made easy with an Automated Cleaning Cycle software upgrade.

The new JCM Global. Secure solutions for a global economy.
jcmglobal.com   •   888-JCM-0008   •   jcmwaffl etechnology.com

JCM AND WAFFLE TECHNOLOGY® HAVE SPENT THE LAST FOUR YEARS 
FORMULATING A CLEANING TECHNOLOGY TO MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER.

LET US DO THE 
DIRTY WORK 

 FOR YOU.
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Slot Tech Feature Article

As the casino industry

moves away from handling
coin in favor of ticketing
alternatives, many previously
coin-based operations find
themselves using a ticket
system with unfamiliar
nuances. Tickets (or
Vouchers, depending on
jurisdiction) are notes that
must be honored by the
casino that owns the EGM
(Electronic Gaming Machine,
typically a reference to a slot
machine) or System that
created the ticket. These
tickets are audited
differently, variances are
checked differently, inventory
has specific requirements,
etc. This article will attempt
to explain how the IGT™

SAS™ Enhanced Validation
used by Aristocrat’s OASIS
Ticket in and Out system
works. This is also an
attempt to clarify some of the
questions and myths that
surround tickets in general.
The assumption is made that
the reader is familiar with the
hardware pieces in OASIS
(Poller, DPU, Sentinel, etc). If
not, please review Slot Tech
Magazine October 2006–
March 2007 for a complete
understanding of the system.

First let’s look at what is
needed for a Ticket system.
In order for a ticket to be
processed:

1. The EGM must be
configured for Ticket
in, out or both.

2. The Host system must
be configured for
Ticket in, out or both.

3. The Host and EGM
must agree on a
validation type (IE
Standard, Enhanced,
Secured Enhanced, or
System Validation)

4. There must be a ticket
printer present and
enabled in the EGM.

Now we’ll cover some general
ticket-related concepts.

There are two main processes
to consider regarding the life
cycle of a ticket: the creation
of the ticket and the end of
the ticket life cycle. Let’s
consider the creation of a
ticket first. The player
presses the cash-out button
on an EGM with a value of
$50.00 worth of cashable
credits. The EGM notes that
it should print a ticket for the
amount of the credit value
and sends the information to
the printer’s queue. If the
printer is working fine then
it will print the ticket. The
EGM will then start a ten
second timer and respond to
the Host’s next general poll
with a priority transaction.
The Host then acknowledges
the priority transaction and
requests from the EGM to
verify its ID (Secured
Enhanced Validation), the
cash-out amount in cents,
cash-out type (cashable
ticket or hand pay), in this
case cashable ticket and 16
digit validation number. The
Host then validates the EGM
ID, verifies the validation
number and validates that
the number has been used
for a cash-out ticket. The
ticket is now stored in the
system database. The EGM

The Ins and Outs of Ticketing
By Jason Czito
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A Touch Standard
For more than fifteen years, the MicroTouch™ ClearTek™ 
Capacitive Touch System has been a touch standard 
for leading game manufacturers. Now, with the introduction of 
the ClearTek II Capacitive Touch System, 3M is setting higher 
performance expectations for the touch gaming industry.

© 3M 2007   MicroTouch and ClearTek are trademarks of the 3M Company.

Touch Gaming  
   Standards

ClearTek™ II
Capacitive Touch System

Better By Design
Combining MicroTouch EX II electronics, the industry’s most widely-used and relied-
upon touch electronics, and ClearTek II touch sensors, valued for proven surface  
durability and enhanced optical characteristics, creates a system that provides the  
superior touch interface game manufacturers expect from 3M. 

Call 888-659-1080 or visit www.3M.com/touch for more information.
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then responds back to the
Host acknowledging that it
has received and confirmed
the amount, time, date, and
validation number. The EGM
will then clear the memory
buffer for that ticket.

At this point, the cashout is
documented in two places: as
an entry in the system
database and the paper ticket
in the player’s hand. The
paper ticket is basically a
receipt for this database
entry. If the ticket is damaged
beyond recognition or if any
other issues with the ticket
are present, it doesn’t matter.
Multiple copies of the ticket’s
data exist. The record is in
the database of a note that
was issued by the casino and
it is now a liability; the casino
must tender the note as long
as it remains a valid note.

Here are some examples of
how these contingencies may
be handled:

If the printed ticket is
damaged in such a way that
the barcode and/or
validation number is
unreadable, rendering it
useless or if the printer
produces no ticket, you may
still look up the validation
number for that cashout
either at the machine or
using a system tool. With the
EGM information or the
system information, the
ticket can be manually keyed
for payment, thereby
changing the ticket status
from printed to redeemed and
thus maintaining the
integrity of that cashout
transaction. It is up to the

property and their regulators
to decide on how to handle
this scenario. The audit
department, for example,
may require additional
documentation. Some
Compliance departments
may ask that this be treated
as a short pay, which comes
with its own set of rules in
the M.I.C.S.

If a cashout ticket is printed
several times by a
malfunctioning printer,
resulting in duplicate copies
of the same ticket (or a
counterfeiter makes a few
copies of their own tickets),
there will still only be one
instance of this ticket in the
database. Whichever ticket is
redeemed first (as soon as a
ticket is checked by an EGM
for redemption but before it’s
actually redeemed, the ticket
is unavailable for other
transactions. This prevents
the fraud caused by
simultaneous insertion of
duplicated tickets) will make
the other tickets unavailable
for redemption. The
redemption of the first ticket
changes the status of the
cashout transaction in the
database to “redeemed,” so
when the other duplicate
tickets are checked against
the database for payment,
they’re denied.

If identical validation
numbers are generated for
different tickets (which is
fairly rare, even given the
volume of tickets typically
generated by a coinless
operation), the OASIS
Quickets software will open
a dialog box prompting the

cashier to select the
corresponding ticket.

The end of a ticket life cycle
may happen in several ways.
For example, it may be
redeemed for cash, redeemed
for credits, expire after a
designated period of time, be
expired manually, be voided
manually, etc. A ticket goes
through different states
throughout its life, and each
of these states is assigned a
number as follows:

Status 1: Issued:
This ticket status is not used
with this validation type,
although it may be seen in
some machine histories
during malfunctions.

Status 2: Printed:
This is the status that a
normal ticket has, which is
available for redemption.

Status 3: NA:
This is the status of a ticket
that is currently in the
middle of a process elsewhere
in the system. This status is
sometimes referred to as,
“Locked for Redemption”
(more on this later).

Status 4: Redeemed:
A ticket with this status has
successfully been cashed in
(at a slot machine, kiosk,
cashier, or wherever) and is
no longer a liability to the
casino.

Status 5: Expired:
This is the status of a ticket
that has been expired, either
automatically or manually
(more on this later). Expired
tickets are still considered
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part of a machine’s
accounting history.

Status 6: Voided:
Tickets may only be voided by
way of the Quickets software
by someone with the proper
access privileges. Voided
tickets are no longer
considered part of a
machine’s accounting
history.

First, let’s review a typical
process of ticket redemption
by a cashier using Quickets,
as it’s the simplest. The
cashier scans the barcode of
the ticket, which allows the
software to automatically
look up the validation
number and report its status
back to the cashier. If the
status is 2 (Printed), the
cashier simply clicks the
redeem button and pays the
player. If the status is not
“Printed,” it will inform the
cashier that the ticket isn’t
available for payment. The
ticket should be investigated
at this point but check your
own casino policies regarding
this.

Second, let’s review a typical
process of ticket redemption
by a slot machine. As before,
several conditions need to be
in place for this transaction
to occur: The machine must
be set up to accept tickets,
options for handling
mismatched currency
denominations may need to
be in place, the validation
system needs to be working
correctly, no tilts may be
present on the machine, etc.

When the ticket is inserted
into the bill acceptor, the
ticket is put into “escrow”
(this just means that the bill
acceptor will hold onto the
ticket until it hears back from
the EGM) and sends the
validation number from the
barcode to the machine. The
machine then sends the
validation number to OASIS
for verification against the
database. If the ticket is good
(the status is 2 - Printed),
OASIS returns the necessary
information back to the
machine to vend the ticket
and changes the status of the
ticket to 3 or “NA.” The
machine now knows the
amount of the ticket and that
it’s good to keep, so the
command is sent to the bill
acceptor to take the ticket out
of escrow and to stack it in
the cash box. Once the ticket
is successfully stacked, the
bill acceptor reports this
condition to the machine,
which reports it back to
OASIS, which changes the
status of this ticket from 3
“NA” to 4 “Redeemed.”

If this seems like a lot of
steps, there’s a very good
reason for doing this. When
the machine is first presented
with a ticket, it doesn’t know
whether or not the ticket is
good so it puts the ticket into
escrow; it shouldn’t be
stacked because once it’s in
the box, it can’t come out
without manual intervention
and it shouldn’t be returned
to the player because the
machine will need to stack
the ticket if it turns out to be
good.

When OASIS gets word from
a machine that it has a ticket
in escrow for redemption, it
doesn’t change the status to
“redeemed” immediately
because there’s the
possibility that the ticket will
not make it into the cash box
(a player may try to string the
ticket, the cash box/
transport may malfunction,
etc.). This is the reason that
there’s an intermediate
status between “Printed” and
“Redeemed.” After OASIS
tells a machine that it may
redeem the ticket being held
in escrow, the status is
changed to “NA.” This does
two things: it allows the
machine the option of
rejecting the ticket if things
go amiss during the stacking
process and it prevents other
tickets with the same
validation number from
being redeemed at the same
time.

In the first scenario, the bill
acceptor/stacker hardware
may malfunction, causing
the machine to reject the
ticket. At this point, the
machine will tell OASIS that
it did not successfully stack
the ticket and OASIS will
change the status of this
ticket from “NA” back to
“Printed.” In the second
scenario, duplicate tickets
are put into machines
simultaneously. Once one of
the tickets is checked against
the database (and this is
done serially, so there are no
‘simultaneous’ checks as far
as this is concerned), the
status is changed to “NA”
while the machine tries to
stack the ticket. The
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With over 900,000 printers installed, FutureLogic

is the preferred printer of casino operators and

manufacturers worldwide.  And, as evidenced by the

growing list of awards & recognition by industry

experts, FutureLogic has demonstrated its leadership

in gaming printer innovation and technology.

www.futurelogic-inc.com

Chosen by OEMs, preferred by casino operators,

praised by industry experts, and backed by

world-class service & support, it’s no surprise 

that more casinos the world over are banking on 

FutureLogic — the gold standard in gaming printers.

The Most Decorated Printer in Gaming
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duplicate ticket being
inserted at another machine
is checked against the
database and finds the status
to be “NA” and is summarily
rejected. During the time
needed for the first machine
to stack the ticket, no other
tickets with the same
validation number may enter
into a transaction.

Ticket Expiration

If you subscribe to the NIGC
MICS, have a look at section
542.13, n, 2 for a bit about
why this process exists:

“The cash-out ticket shall
be valid for a time period

specified by the Tribal
gaming regulatory

authority, or the gaming
operation as approved by

the Tribal gaming
regulatory authority.”

The expiration process
basically gives cash out
tickets a shelf life, after which
the ticket status changes.
Let’s say, for example, a
casino has tickets set to
expire after a week. If a ticket
isn’t redeemed (or voided) by
the time a week has passed,
it will expire. Expired tickets
are not redeemable without
authorized intervention,
typically by a supervisor.
While this is convenient for

easy compliance with this
MICS standard, it’s also nice
for keeping a casino’s
ticketing liability in check. If
these otherwise unpaid
tickets were not expired, a
casino’s ticket liability would
continually increase with no
end in sight. Regular
expiration of unused cash out
tickets can keep the ticket
liability at a level with which
the business is comfortable.
In OASIS, this expiration is
handled automatically at a
certain day and time by the
system. Tickets may also be
manually expired if
necessary.

Note: Expired tickets aren’t
technically un-payable; they
just need authorized approval
to be redeemed because
they’ve passed the expiration
date. Refer to your company
policy regarding this.

Diagnostic Monitor Transactions

Diagnostic Monitor is an
OASIS software module. One
of its functions is to track
communication between the
machine and the system,
which allows a viewer to see
the dialog explained above,
and can be viewed in the
Current notebook on the
Ticketing tab.

Figure one is a screenshot of
this notebook.

Some of the column headers
are self-explanatory
(Timestamp, Amount,
Validation#).

The Action column will have
a number which refers to a
call between a machine and
the system.

The Result column will have
the response to the call.

The Sub column will have a
number specific to some
rarely used responses.

The Ticket # is the sequential
number of the ticket
produced at the machine
since the last time its
memory was cleared (which
can usually be found printed
on the ticket itself).

Status In contains the status
number of the ticket before
the dialog occurs.

Status Out contains the
status number of the ticket
after the dialog occurs
(allowing a user to see the
changes to the ticket status
as a result of the dialog).

The App ID tells which
software module in OASIS
the machine was having this

Figure 1. Diagnostic Monitor is an OASIS software module. One of its functions is to track
communication between the machine and the system.
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exchange with (Poller,
Quickets, a gateway, etc.)

The LocID shows the
workstation on which this
application was located.
These will be casino specific
and will include kiosks, so
you will either need to
coordinate with your IT
department or do some
experimentation on your own
to determine the
workstation/kiosk location
IDs.

The From # shows the
number of the machine that
was engaged in the dialog.

The Status column shows the
current status of the ticket.
This is different from the
Status In and Out
information that are specific
to the transaction.

Below are some typical calls
and responses found during
normal ticketing
transactions.

1) “Request Vend
Authorization” (2).
Machine is asking the
system for verification
on a ticket being held
in its bill acceptor.

2) “Authorized to Vend
Ticket” (131). The

system recognizes the
ticket validation
number that machine
sent as okay to redeem
(Printed). The ticket
status is now changed
to 3 (N/A) while the
Poller waits to hear
from the machine that
the ticket gets stacked
correctly.

3) “Vend Complete” (19).
A machine sends this
signal to the system if
the ticket was
successfully stacked
and the machine
incremented the credit
meter. (If something
goes wrong with the
machine at this point,
and it doesn’t send
OASIS a reply
regarding the outcome
of the attempt to stack
the ticket, the ticket
status will remain at
“3”).

4) “Acknowledged” (0)
System receives the
“Vend Complete”
signal from the
machine and changes
ticket status to “4”.

Tickets that are created when
a Guest cashes out will have
a different sequence of
communications.

1) “Print Complete –
Game Generated
Validation Number”
(18) Cashout button
hit, game generates
validation number and
it’s sent to the system.

2) “Acknowledged” (0)
System received and
recorded the validation
number. The Ticket In
status starts blank
because before this
transaction, the ticket
didn’t exist.

Take the following ticket as
an example. The first
transaction (starting at the
bottom of the list and moving
up) is the creation of the
ticket. It starts with an action
code of 18, followed by a
response of 0, the Status In
is null, and the Status Out is
2. This is a typical
transaction for the
generation of a ticket. The
next two transactions are the
redemption of this same
ticket. First, it’s being
checked by the machine (2),
being approved by the system
(131), and the status going
from Printed to NA. Second,
note the machine reporting a
successful stack (19), the
acknowledgement from the
system (0) and the changing
of the status from NA to

Figure 2
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Redeemed. Our AppID for our
Poller is 8 (see figure 2,
below).

In this example, the ticket is
being redeemed by a
Quickets workstation (AppID
19 for us). Ticket
redemptions by this software
module do not need to go
through the intermediate
step of status 3, and the
ticket simply goes straight
from Printed to Redeemed
(see figure 3).

In figure 4 we have a ticket
being manually voided…

Figure 5 is a ticket being
automatically expired…

Figure 6 is a ticket being
rejected by a machine.

Note that the machine
instigated the transaction
and the system locked the
ticket for redemption.
When the machine
rejected the ticket (in this
case, the ticket limit at the
machine was set to $300),
the system unlocked the
ticket and returned its
status back to Printed.

Other Action codes in
Diagnostic Monitor
include (but are not
limited to) the following:
1) “Ticket Rejected by

Game” (53) This is
typically what you’ll
see when a machine
malfunctions during
ticket validation or if a
setting is off.

2) “Ticket Automatically
Expired” (203) This is
seen when the system
automatically expires
tickets.

3) “Ticket Manually
Expired” (207) This
shows up when
somebody manually
changes a ticket’s
status to “Expired”.

4) “Ticket Manually
Voided” (240) This
shows up when
somebody manually
changes a ticket’s
status to “Voided”.

Sentinel Ticket History

The Sentinel boards maintain
their own local ticketing
history that can be quite
useful.

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6
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CPA4013L 15" IGT Upright T/S Replacement IGT 69922100 $853
CPA4022L 15" IGT Flat Top Bar LCD for IGT 69922700 $794
CPA4023L 15" IGT Slant T/S LCD for IGT 69922500 $854
CPA4054L 15" IGT Bar Top Fits IGT Bar Top Game $826
CPA4059L 15" Bally Bar Top Fits Bally Bar Top Game $837

CPA4021L 17" Bally Slant Bally $719
CPA4029 17" Atronic e-motion w/o T/S Atronic e-motion 65045035 $369
CPA4042 17" Atronic e-motion Atronic e-motion 65046618 $579
CPA4049L 17" IGT AVP Upright 17" LCD AVP Upright 3M T/S $792
CPA4050L 17" IGT Upright LCD for IGT p/n 69919201 $756
CPA4051L 17" IGT Slant LCD for IGT p/n 69920401 $760
CPA4067L 17" Bally Upright LCD for Bally $733
CPA4075L 17" SDG Slant SDG 17" LCD 19 pin $721
CPA4077L 17" Atronic Cashline w/o T/S Atronic 65018825 $517
CPA4085L 17" Aristocrat Slant LCD for Aristocrat p/n L30700 $744
CPA4089L 17" Konami Upright LCD for Konami p/n 530002 $728
CPA4090L 17" WMS Upright LCD for WMS $707
CPA4093L 17" Star Games STAR GAMES - VEGAS STAR $665
CPA4095L 17" Atronic Upright T/S LCD for Atronic 65024300 $718

CPA4020L 19V / 20" IGT Upright LCD for IGT p/n 69922300 $874
CPA4028L 19" Konami Upright Replaces KT-LS19E4 $783
CPA4038L 19" Aristocrat Upright w/o T/S LCD for Aristocrat p/n 566498 $607
CPA4056L 19" Aristocrat Upright Aristocrat WGF1990-TSLS92F $778
CPA4062L 19" IGT Upright 25 pin LCD for IGT Game King Plus $864
CPA4064L 19V / 20" WMS Slant LCD for WMS $849
CPA4076L 19" SDG Upright 19 Pin SDG 19V LCD 19 pin $835
CPA4078L 19V / 20" Aristocrat Upright LCD for ALI 19V (20") $839
CPA4079L 19" SDG Upright 25 Pin SDG 25 pin $835
CPA4080L 19" Bally Upright Bally 9000 Replacement $781
CPA4082L 19" WMS Bluebird Upright WMS Bluebird Replacement $780
CPA4088L 19" Aristocrat Upright LCD for Aristocrat USA $837
CPA4096L 19" IGT Slant 25 Pin 19" LCD AVP Slant 25 pin $868
CPA4097L 19" IGT Slant 19 Pin 19" LCD IGT Slant 19 pin $873

All LCDs include Touch Screen and Controller as noted
Optional Remote Control Feature Available

CERONIX, Inc.
offers a four 
year (4) limited
warranty on all
CERONIX,  Inc.
LCD Monitors

15" LCD Displays for the following replacements

17" LCD Displays for the following replacements

19" LCD Displays for the following replacements

 
CERONIX, INC.
13350 New Airport Road
Auburn, California  95602-2055
Phone:  (530) 886-6400
Fax:  (530) 888-1065
www.ceronix.com
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Insert your Mechanic card

Arrow down to “View” and hit enter
Arrow down to “Ticketing
Log”1 hit enter, there the
tickets will be listed by a
timestamp followed by the
last four digits of the
validation numbers.

Align the arrows next to the
ticket you wish to see and
press Enter.

It will now display the entire
validation number, the
amount of the ticket, the
action taken on the ticket
(Printed, Redeemed, or
Rejected), the time of the
transaction, the date of the
transaction, and the
sequence number of the
ticket.

Conclusion

I’m frequently asked how to
handle “NA” tickets when
they show up at cage
windows. It’s really up to
casino management how a
property will handle these
but knowing how and where
they’re generated will
hopefully help you make an
informed decision (and
possibly mitigate some
occurrences of this). For
example, routine database
maintenance may cause
tickets to show up as NA as
the server is busy handling
these transactions. These
should return to normal
status when the server is
finished, however. Some
problems that may appear to
be caused by system issues
can in fact be caused by EGM
issues. Some EGMs have
issues with the SAS clear
buffer commands that may

cause them to not clear their
own internal ticket buffer (not
to be confused with the ticket
buffer in the Sentinel board).
Going after the system in this
case might prove fruitless.
Low credit or ticket limits on
games, as well as
communication hardware/
software problems at the
game level, can cause EGMs
to go into small handpays or
to reject tickets. Finally, the
Poller, DPU, and Sentinel can
all buffer a certain amount of
ticket transactions if you
have BufferTickets set to Y in
TK_CONFIG. If this is set to
N, a break anywhere in the
communication chain
between the EGM and the
server may cause EGM to
lock up for handpays after a
single cashout.

 - Jason Czito
jczito@slot-techs.com
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Slot Tech Tech Training

Written by :
Ray Holdren, Service Mgr /
Kristel
Sencore Instructor and now
Adjunct Teacher for College of
Southern Nevada (CSN),
Cheyenne Campus

Hello, everyone from
the College of
Southern Nevada

(CSN), Cheyenne Campus in
North Las Vegas. I know you
are all used to seeing me
connected with either
Sencore or Randy’s Classes
or TechFest but now I am
teaching (as usual)  a new
CRT/LCD: Theory, Troubleshooting
and Repair class. The class
complements the college’s
Associates of Applied Science
Degree (AAS) in Electronics
Engineering Technology with
Slot Repair Emphasis and
the Certificate of
Achievement in Electronics
Engineering Technology with
Slot Repair Emphasis.

The Class has started off with
a bang. We thought we’d only
have about ten students in
the class but we were
surprised when 15 students
showed up on the first day of
class.  Students range from
major strip casinos to locals
casinos on Boulder Highway.
A few of the students are
taking the class to fill
requirements of their two
year associate degree.

The Class is held in the
school’s Slot Lab. It is a lot

more comprehensive and
goes into more detail than the
three day classes offered by
Sencore. We’ll have almost
twice as much time to cover
the subjects in this 16 week
course.

The college purchased
$20,000 worth of test
equipment which shows their
to train technicians in the
latest technology. We’re
using the same manuals, test
and training equipment as in
the Sencore classes. We have

The Students in the Class from front left to front right:
Joseph Koranda, Karl Bracken, Brian Reilly, Paul Wheeler, Larry
Wheeler (Paul’s Dad), Sam Alkaradsheh, Jeremiah Mote, Thomas
Dasilva, Oscar Carnias, David Taggart, Juan Viera, Manuel ( Manny)
Pastor, Marcos Remirez, Keith McCollum and Pete Garza.

Slot Tech LCD Repair
Training at CSN
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the open labs, monitored by
Paul Bulver, so that every
student has a chance to
operate the equipment
themselves. Having more
individual hands-on labs is
one of the goals of the class.

Presently the prerequisites
are job related experience or
AC & DC electronics courses
offered at the college. Most of
the students have over two
years experience as a slot or
bench technician so they
shouldn’t have any difficulty
with the class.

The class is being
coordinated by Jim Jennings,
the slot machine technology
program director. Jim can be
reached at
jim.jennings@csn.edu or by
phone at 702.651.2614. In

2000, Jim started the slot
machine technology program
seeing the need for a quality
slot technician program in
Las Vegas. Jim was awarded
the CSN Legacy of
Achievement award in 2007
for development of the slot

machine technology
program. In addition to the
award, a Jim Jennings
$10,000 scholarship will be
given to qualified students.
Jim’s favorite saying is
“Others show you how, we
teach you why.”

Ray Holdren (Adjunct Instructor), Jim Jennings (Program
Director Slot Machine Technology), Joe Miller (Pending Program
Director) and Paul Bulver (Slot Tech & Lab Assistant) in front
of the new equipment for the CRT/LCD class offered at CSN.

Kingbright 0.4mm Ultra-Thin 0805 Blue SMD LEDs
Kingbright Corporation unveils its latest innovation in developing the 0.4mm Ultra-Thin 0805 Blue
SMD LEDs (part number APHCM2012-ZCR13) with utmost reliability.  This distinctive element
comprises a built-in zener diode which can withstand ESD voltage up to 5000V providing superior
protection against ESD (ElectroStatic Discharge) damages at the production line.  Kingbright 0.4mm
Ultra-Thin 0805 Blue SMD LEDs vibrancy and compact design of 2.0m x 1.25mm x 0.4mm
extend further aesthetic benefits for various
gaming applications.  Operating under
current as low as 1mA, this low power
consumption, IR reflow solderable, and
automation friendly device meets industrial
temperature ratings of -40C to +85C.  The
product’s advanced feature is specially
designed for automatic pick-and-place
mounting process increasing productivity
and reducing assembly cost.

Kingbright Corporation
225 Brea Canyon Road
City of Industry, CA 91789
Tel:  909-468-0500
Fax:  909-468-0505
E-mail: sales6@us.kingbright.com
Website:  www.us.kingbright.com

Slot Tech Press Release
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Slot Tech Press Release

Heber Limited, designers and manufacturers of electronic gaming control systems,
will be launching  X15 – a new X-Line USB PC Gaming I/O interface at G2E, Las Ve-
gas, in November.

Designed to work with any PC gaming control system equipped with a USB port, or
with Heber’s Axis 945 gaming control system, X15 provides all the important features
required by gaming control systems. X15 incorporates 1MB battery-backed SRAM,
Smart Card security utilising Triple DES Encryption and an optional Heber standard
backplane to provide additional inputs and outputs for gaming machines.

“I’m delighted to be launching the new X15 at G2E,” said Richard Horne, Technical
Marketing Manager. “X15 is the latest addition to Heber’s X-Line range of USB PC
Gaming I/O interfaces and provides important new features that will appeal to inter-
national PC gaming system manufacturers”.

The new X15 Development Kit will be available after G2E and X15 samples will be
given to key customers. The X15 Development Kit enables rapid evaluation and game
development with X15 and PC based gaming control systems. Heber will be exhibit-
ing on Booth number 2341 at G2E on 13th – 15th November at the Las Vegas Con-
vention Centre.

An X15 datasheet with full specification is available from: www.heber.co.uk/
pdfdownloads/x15.pdf
For further information about Heber Limited visit www.heber.co.uk or phone +44 (0)
1453 886000.

Heber Launches X15
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Slot Tech Feature Article

Ithaca 850 Status LED

I like to call it a diagnostic
LED (Light that
EDucates). While working

with the Ithaca 850 it is safe
to say the majority of us techs
already know about the
shielded ribbon cable that
has a plastic cover over it to
protect it while in the game.
On the gaming floor, when I
remove a printer that has the
old type, I immediately re-
place the cable with the up-
graded one. Some that I have
replaced have been so dam-
aged it is amazing that they
even worked.

The status LED on the 850
can tell us all kinds of things
about the state of the unit.
The unit conditions are
shown in figure 1.

This will give you an idea
what to look for during
troubleshooting. One ex-
ample would be if the LED
flashes at a medium speed,
which means "printer head
up" or "door open" check the
microswitch that is located
directly under the print head.

The head is very easy to re-
move from the print assem-
bly. Simply grasp the front
part of the head close to the
bezel area (with bezel re-
moved) and pull upward. The
head will snap out of place.
Next you will see three con-
nectors that each has a dif-
ferent number of pins so they
can't be reversed. Directly
under the head, once re-
moved, you can see the
microswitch that is used to
show the print head in an
OPEN or CLOSED status.
Take a meter, set it to conti-
nuity and make sure the
switch is working properly. If
the LED is blinking slowly,
take a look at the sensors (or
optics) on the head. Are the
sensors clear of all obstruc-
tions? Look for a buildup of
dust on any of the sensors.

Aristocrat That Wouldn't
Print a Ticket

This specific Aristocrat game,
equipped with the COM
board up top and an Ithaca
850 printer would NOT print
a ticket for a customer at all.
The game would go into a
lockup state and the credits
that were being cashed out
would have to be hand paid.
The slot attendants did not
like this at all. They were do-
ing some payouts for $.40
cents, $1.30, etc. We tried all
kinds of repairs to have the
game print but it just
wouldn't. We knew the game
had COM with the system
because it had main door
open and closure on the CDS
display and there was activ-
ity in the "transactions" area
in the tracking system. A few

Quick and Simple Repairs # 31
By Pat Porath

Figure 1. The status LED on the 850 can tell us all kinds of
things about the state of the unit.
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different printers were tried,
a known good printer was
tried, a new printer power
board (located directly be-
hind the printer) was tried
and a new printer cable was
tried too. Still nothing
seemed to work.

Maybe the game COM board
was a bit corrupt even
though we had game COM.
The RAM was cleared on it
but no luck there either. It
was time to call an Aristocrat
tech to find out what in the
world the problem was. Once
I explained my problem and
what had already been
changed on the game, he
stated it may be a bad main
processor board. What? Part
of the main processor board
could make the printer not
work properly? Sorry but I
had never heard of it and
didn't buy it. He also said
that the small removable
board which is located on the
main board could be bad, or
maybe the game IO board. I
thought to myself, maybe a
bad IO board or small board
on the main but not the main
board itself. I didn't listen.
There was a game on the
other side of the bank that
was exactly the same so we
swapped out the IO boards
first. Of course, no change in
the problem; it still locked up
for a payout. Next, we
swapped the small board
which is on the main proces-
sor (it looks like a sound card
for a pc or a memory card for
a pc) and still the game
locked up. FINALLY we in-
stalled the main processor
board from the known good
game and on the FIRST at-

tempt it printed a ticket. I
made a mistake and should
have listened to the Aristo-
crat tech and gone for the
main board first of all. No
doubt a mistake on my part,
even though I had never ever
heard of that solution before.
Now I know (guess I'm a tad
stubborn). A note on IGT
S2000 games: when nothing
seems to get the printer to
work, try changing the game
mother board. I've seen that
a time or two. Of course only
try it once all other options
have been exhausted.

IGT "Reel Touch" CD Error

What an ordeal it was to fig-
ure out what was wrong with
this game. The problem was
the game was showing a "CD
read error" on the LCD. For
those who don't know what
an IGT "Reel Touch" is, it is
basically an S2000 with reels
and a LCD with a touch
screen up top. These games
are supposed to have the
data stored in the hard drive,
which is located in the LCD
assembly. Why wouldn't the
data boot up though? I was
told once in a while the power
supply which is located be-
hind the unit sometimes goes
bad, loses the 5 VDC and
doesn't power up the hard
drive, causing an error. I re-
placed the power supply,
which is very simple. Pretty
much four screws and some
connectors. There wasn't a
change in the error.

The next plan of attack was
to check connections in the
LCD assembly. Once the unit
is out of the game, remove

only five screws and it opens
right up. All of the connec-
tions looked good, unfortu-
nately, so I had to keep seek-
ing the cause of the problem.
I grabbed a spare LCD unit
from the shop and installed
it. During the boot up pro-
cess (yes I did feel like kick-
ing it at this point) I noticed
that a hard drive was recog-
nized. I thought that it was
interesting because the other
unit did not see the hard
drive like this one did. I
needed some help to load the
software back into the game,
which happened to be a
"Bucks Ahoy.” There were
two disks. When we were
done, finally the game was
back online. To indicate what
disks we needed, we simply
checked the software of the
"Bucks Ahoy" that was right
next to it.

Aristocrat "Loco Loot" Pro-
gressive Sign Problem

Have you ever had a progres-
sive sign (which includes a
plasma and PC controller) not
show a display? This particu-
lar sign didn't have a display
at all. I cycled the power strip
which the sign and the pc
controller had plugged into it.
Not always, but most of the
time, a simple reboot will
bring back the sign. Not this
time. On our Atronic "Cash
Fever" bank once in a great
while the sign will have an
error on it or no display at
all. The pc controller has a
reset button on it. Simply
press the button, the sign
reboots and it comes back
great. This didn't happen
with the Aristocrat "Loco
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Loot" bank. I cycled the
power twice but all it would
say is something like "estab-
lishing communication" and
nothing else.

Finally I learned the trick to
it. The PC sign controller it-
self had to be unplugged di-
rectly for around 30 seconds
and plugged back in. Once
plugged back in, I pressed the
power button on it and
BINGO! The sign came back
up perfectly. The progressive
amounts were incrementing
and everything. If only the
numbers on the sign don't
increment, then the progres-
sive controller needs to be
rebooted. A simple reboot of
the PC controller and the sign
worked great.

IGT S2000 "7 segment dis-
play mismatch"

I don't know what in the
world caused the "display
mismatch." I tore the door
apart to replace the latch as-
sembly and when I powered
up the game, it had this un-
usual error. It was an upright
S2000 with the multi-denom
touchpad. The seven seg-
ment display, door optics,
and reel glass had to be taken
out to replace the door latch.
Once everything was put
back together (I didn't have
any extra parts) this error
came up and would not clear.
We even swapped the seven
segment displays with the
game next door and it didn't
make a difference. Connec-
tions were checked to make
sure none of the pins were
bent but they all looked good.

What did I do wrong? The
only things that were touched
were the seven segment dis-
play, the VFD, the fluores-
cent tube, and the denomi-
nation selection part of the
reel glass. The problem HAD
to be within those compo-
nents. I knew the seven seg-
ment display was good be-
cause we had swapped it and
with no change. I also knew
the main door optic was good
because I had a "door
opened" and "door closed"
signal. I also knew it
shouldn't be the tube be-
cause it was lit up fine. About
the only thing left was the
denomination selection area
which is located on the reel
glass. I didn't want to, but
had to tear it somewhat apart
to see if there was a problem
and there sure was. A wire
was pinched within the
denom assembly. The wire
was repaired and it was time
to fire the game up once
again. Finally with a couple
of door resets, the error was
not on the game anymore and
the denomination touch pad
worked as well.

 JCM Training at the Island
Resort & Casino

We recently had a JCM train-
ing class at the Island Resort
& Casino. (The casino I work).
It was held on three different
days with WBAs in the morn-
ing and UBAs in the after-
noon. I was sure glad I made
it to one of the afternoon
classes because there was A
LOT of cool information and
of course, I would like to pass
the info on to other techs.

The UBA doesn't have a fixed
bill path. What does this
mean to a tech? Well, if you
live near the Canadian bor-
der it means a lot. We don't
deal with it at my casino but
others do. The UBA, with the
proper software, can accept
Canadian AND American
currency. With the Canadian
Dollar on a par with ours
now, there’s no reason not to
accept them. Pretty wild I
think. The UBA also has ul-
traviolet sensors that "look"
at bills. An example is the
strip in the $5 bill that glows
blue under the ultraviolet
light. The UBA checks it out
when a bill is inserted to see
that it is valid. The unit also
has a "retry" feature that will
try the bill three times before
it will reject it. This is built
into the program and cannot
be taken out.

The amounts of memory that
the UBA has are as follows:
the 10 = 8 Meg of flash
memory, the 11 has an 8 Meg
EPROM, and the 14 has 16
Meg of Flash memory. The
UBA 14 is also USB compat-
ible. JCM used to work with
the Dell Axim PDA to down-
load new programs, but now,
from what I was told, Dell is
getting out of the PDA part of
the business and doesn't
support it much. This means
JCM is looking at other PDA
manufacturers or will be
coming up with their own
unit to download direct to the
UBA 14. There would be a CF
card and a USB cable that
would plug direct to the UBA,
and in 58 seconds, with the
press of a few buttons, the
unit would have new soft-
ware.
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Other interesting information
about the UBA 14 is the front
part of the unit has been
strengthened. You may have
run across a few units where
the bezel part would break
off, rendering it useless.
There are also steel plates
available to strengthen the
bezel part. I installed them on
some of the Aristocrat games
that are on our floor.

Have you ever run into a UBA
where you couldn't open the
cover on it to retrieve a
jammed bill? The first thing
to try is reseating the unit.
Power down and power back
up. Sometimes this will do
the trick. If not, you need a
2.5 mm "adjustment tool" to
open it. These are available
through JCM and probably
Happ Controls. The shaft is
solid so the adjustment can
be made from either side.
Once it is opened and pow-
ered back up, it should reset
itself.
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A note on downloading or calibrating a unit
with a laptop or PC: Windows Vista will NOT
work. JCM is working on the problem to get
it resolved.

What is the purpose of the "Smart Bezel" also

known as the Sentry bezel? The idea is to
give the attendant or technician information
without even opening the slot door. The sym-
bols definitions are shown in the chart.

UBA Stacker Boxes

We've had a few belts come off of gears on
stacker boxes. JCM's newer boxes have im-
proved gears so this doesn't happen. To tell
if you have an older type or newer, the newer
will have 3 circles on the front of it. Contact
your JCM representative to see if your old
boxes are still under the three year warranty.

More information can be found at www.jcm-
american.com.

- Pat Porath
- pporath@slot-techs.com

Slot Tech Freebie!

Website Update, Free Power
Supplies From Ceronix

Ceronix Launches
New Website Design

Auburn, California:  Interna-
tional, technology manufactur-
ing company Ceronix, Inc.,
based in Auburn, California,
has recently launched a new,
comprehensive and interactive
website design.

The new website design, pre-
sented on www.ceronix.com,
should be more visually appeal-
ing to the site visitor, featuring
dozens of color photos, anima-
tion and web links.  Addition-
ally, the website content con-
tains much greater information
about the history of the com-
pany and its leadership, a more

comprehensive display of
Ceronix’s new products, ser-
vices and existing models, high-
lights Ceronix’s unique, state-
of-the-art and solar-powered
manufacturing facilities, and
provides customers greater op-
tions for comparing and order-
ing products and services.

Ceronix, Inc., is the leading U.S.
developer and manufacturer of
custom color video displays and
circuit boards.  The company
manufacturers high-tech moni-
tors that are used in gaming,
lotteries, horse racing, bowling,
automated score keeping, auto-
motive diagnostics, amusement,
point-of-sale, or anywhere there
is a need for high resolution, su-

perior performance and low
maintenance video monitors.

Ceronix’s primary operations
take place in a 63,000 square
foot state-of-the-art technologi-
cal and manufacturing facility
on 21 park-like acres, sur-
rounded by mature oaks and
rolling hills. And the majority of
its manufacturing and business
energy needs are met using so-
lar energy.  Ceronix invested
over $3.6 million into solar sili-
con, photo-voltaic modules
within its facilities, which gen-
erates over 400,000 watts of
electricity for Ceronix opera-
tions.

The Ceronix manufacturing fa-
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cilities are located at:
Ceronix, Inc.
13350 New Airport Road
Auburn, CA 95602
Phone: (530) 886-6400
FAX: (530) 888-1065

For further information regarding Ceronix, Inc.,
or to view Ceronix’s new website design, please
check: www.ceronix.com.

Free Replacement Power Supplies

Editor’s Note: On a recent training mission in
Puerto Rico, we repaired a number of Ceronix
LCD monitors, all with the same problems. Their
output electrolytic capacitors were blown and the
DC output connector was burned. We were able
to repair them on-site because I bring a big suit-
case full of spare parts with me when I teach one
of these two-week classes but I was doubly sur-
prised by this because A: They weren’t that old
and B: These were Ceronix brand monitors.
Ceronix is well-known for their extraordinary
reliability.

Additionally (and ironically) I happened to visit
the Ceronix factory at the time that this particu-
lar product (the LCD Monitor) was under devel-
opment and, at that time, had a fairly in-depth
discussion with Ceronix engineer Paul Alexander
about their quest in selecting a good power sup-
ply for the unit, one of the few items over which
they have no manufacturing control. They sim-
ply purchase a power supply from an OEM. Paul
showed me a number of different power supplies
that they were evaluating, including burn-in test-
ing.

But the best laid schemes o’ Mice an’ Men, gang
aft agley and some of these units have been fail-
ing as I mentioned above. In order to make your
life easier, Ceronix has implimented an easy, no
questions asked exchange policy for their moni-
tors. Basically, you just count the number of
monitors for which you’ll need replacements (a
five minute job) and give Ceronix a number.
They’ll send replacement power supplies to you,
along with a new little harness that takes care
of the burned connector problem. As tempting
as it might be to repair the power supply, if the
connector is burned, Ceronix recommends re-
placement.

All they ask in return is that you toss them in a
box so they can return them for credit from the
OEM. No special packaging required, they’re
junk.

 - Slot Tech Magazine
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Slot Tech Feature Article

In September’s issue of
Slot Tech Magazine, the
PAL193 in machine inter-

face board was introduced,
configured and connected to
a slot machine. Now comes
the fun part, introducing,
configuring and connecting
the jackpot controller.

Since the PAL193 boards are
all daisy chained together,
there is a starting point and
an end. Some progressive
systems require a complete
loop or circle of the connected
boards with a cable. Not so
with the Paltronics system.
You just need one end to con-
nect to the jackpot control-
ler, preferably the starting
end nearest to the PAL193
board with the machine ad-
dress of one. This will make
trouble shooting a lot easer.

But what do you do with the
other end? Basically, noth-
ing. You can leave it uncon-
nected for future use. This
makes it easier to add pro-
gressive slot machines.
There is no need to terminate
it as required by other sys-
tems.

The jackpot controller does
what its name implies. It ac-
tually controls and keeps
track of which machine has
hit a progressive jackpot and
updates the various displays
with the correct jackpot in-
formation. The BSK100 jack-
pot controller is one of the
easy controllers to set up and
use. The BSK100 can be net-
worked to with other
BSK100s on the slot floor
with standard category 5
cable to form a complete pro-
gressive jackpot system. The

BSK100 is housed in a sleek,
all black case that can be
rack mounted. The only user
interface is a small touch
screen and a key switch. The
key switch is used to turn the
power to the BSK100 control-
ler on and off. You’re prob-
ably thinking that the key
switch is kind of redundant
if you have the BSK100 in-
stalled under a slot bank. To
turn off power, you just un-
plug it. Please do not just
unplug the controller, in-
stead of using the key switch.
The controller is a computer
with a hard drive inside. Un-
plugging the power could
cause errors on the hard
drive. The key switch acts
just like the start button on
a windows PC, gently turn-
ing off the computer after all
of the files have been closed
and the hard drive heads

Paltronics Progressive
System - part 2

By Vic Fortenbach
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Repair Monitors, Power Supplies, Gameboards?Repair Monitors, Power Supplies, Gameboards?

Check any Electrolytic Capacitor In-Circuit with
100% Accuracy in 3 Seconds---GUARANTEED*

Automatically discharges capacitor

Checks DCR with alerts for shorts

Measures DCR to 500 ohms

Measures ESR from 0.1 to 20 ohms 

Checks caps from .47uF to 2200uF

Beeps one to five beeps for quality

Three-color chart for good-fair-bad

*range 0.47uF - 2.2KuF 90-day money-back guarantee

Portable, Easy to Use, Inexpensive, Highly Recommended by

leaders in the industry.   CapAnalyzer 88A by EDS, Inc.
at fine distributors like Happ, MCM, Kiesub, etc.  or call 561-487-6103

properly parked.

The touch screen can be used
to set up the BSK100 but
using a computer makes it
much easer. The BSK100 can
be configured into one of two
operating modes: standalone
or networked. In a networked
configuration, the BSK100
controller is connected other
BSK100 controllers on the
slot floor and then to a Jack-
pot server. The jackpot server
is usually located somewhere
off the slot floor in an IDF
closet or in the IT room. The
neat thing about using a
jackpot server is that no
physical configurations of the
server are required once it
has been set up. Just set it
and forget it. The entire up-
dating and new machine con-
figuration is done from a net-
worked computer on a desk
in an air conditioned office
instead of the slot floor.

In the standalone mode, pro-
gramming is done with a lap-
top running Paltronics
OneLink software and a
single category 5 crossover
cable. Each progressive jack-
pot slot bank is connected to
the BSK100. This can be sev-
eral banks of machines all
connected together with cat-
egory 5 cable. Keep in mind
that if you do have several
banks of machines all con-
nected to one BSK100, each
machine must have a unique
ID. Setting the machine’s ID
was covered in last month’s
article. The maximum num-
ber of slot machines that can
be connected together with
the same progressive
amounts is 32. If you want

to have a different set of ma-
chines (either one bank or
several banks) you can set up
the BSK100 to control up to
four different progressive
jackpot slot groups or ma-
chine areas. The one thing to
keep in mind is the maxi-
mum number of machines
allowed for one BSK100 is
128. In one configuration

with which I am familiar, the
BSK100 controller was in-
stalled under a slot machine
with ID number one in the
slot base. Fourteen Bally Al-
pha quick hit machines were
used for the progressive game
group. Each game has five
different progressive
amounts displayed on the
upper machine’s LCD dis-
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play. Precautions were taken
for both power dips and
bumps with a UPS to the
BSK100. Protecting the con-
troller from drink spills can
be accomplished with a
simple Plexiglas protective
cover over the controller. A
fan was installed on the base
wall with a protective grill to
cool the controller.

On the rear of the BSK100
are several RJ45 connectors
for standard category 5 cable
and a receptacle for the
power connection. The power
is provided by a small switch-
ing power supply connected
to the power cord. The power
required for the BSK100 is 12
volts at about 1.5 amps.
Make sure that the power
supply is also protected from
drink spills.

There are two sets of four,
RJ45 connectors. The first
set is for connection to the
different groups of machines.
Remember that one group
has a maximum count of 32
machines.

This group of connectors is
labeled 1 through 4. The sec-
ond group of four RJ45 con-
nectors is for connection to
one or two large overhead
LED signs. The ones I’m re-
ferring to are about four feet
long and installed in a casino
sign above the individual slot
machines. The remaining two
RJ45 connectors are labeled
master/slave and are re-
served for future use by
Paltronics.

Last but not least is the most
important RJ45 group of con-

nectors. These three RJ45
connectors are labeled Ac-
counting, Programming and
Ethernet. The accounting
port is for future use, the pro-
gramming port is the connec-
tion you use to program the
BDK100 and the last con-
necter (labeled “Ethernet”) is
the connector for additional
BSK100 jackpot controllers
connected through a hub or
switch using standard cat 5
cable.

If you’re still fuzzy on the slot
machine configurations, here
it is in a nut shell: The
Paltronics BSK100 jackpot
controller can have four
groups of machines. Each
group can have up to 32 slot
machines connected. Each
slot machine in that group
can have up to eight progres-
sive amounts. The limit for
actual progressive amounts
on any one machine is based
on the slot machine’s inter-
nal progressive program-
ming. For poker machines’
progressive amounts, most
casinos set their machines to
display only four amounts,
based on a special combina-
tion of cards such as a royal
flush. IGT Game King and
their poker series of ma-
chines do have the capabil-
ity of eight separate progres-
sive amounts.

When you start the actual
BSK100 set up or program-
ming, you have to keep in
mind several controller op-
tions. The default setup is the
basic set up for a standalone
operation. If you choose to
change the default password
for the BSK100, keep the new

password in a very safe place.
Changing the default pass-
word on the BSK100 is not
recommended. Keep the de-
fault password the same on
the laptop also. You can re-
set a forgotten password on
the laptop by uninstalling
and reinstalling the
Paltronics OneLink software.
It’s just easer to just keep the
default password.

If you’re using the BSK100 in
standalone mode, the soft-
ware will still ask you for a
controller address and file
locations. Again, they’re all
default so just press “enter”
to move on without changing
anything. The BSK100 needs
some basic information
about your progressive bank.
The software will ask you for
a name for your progressive
group. Since you can have up
to four different groups on
one controller, you need to
have different names for each
group. Try to use names that
make sense, B22, B23, B30
and C61 for example. Keep
in mind that you’re limited to
five characters for each
name.

If you choose to have multiple
jackpot amount levels, you
will need to name each one
of those also. In this case,
you’re limited to ten charac-
ters for each level. Paltronics
recommends names like
JPLVL01.

There are a few more set up
options required, such as the
base amounts for each jack-
pot amount and the
incrementation. The last step
is to download the configu-
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ration file you just created in
to the BSK100. After that,
just run and go. The BSK100
is trouble-free while it’s run-
ning.

Troubleshooting the BSK100
Paltronics progressive con-
troller is straightforward.
Most of the problems can be
traced to human error, things
like a cat 5 cable not
“snapped” completely into
the connector on the PAL193
board or on the back of the
BSK100. A pinched category
5 cable under a slot base may
also cause problems.

Keeping the BSK100 con-
nected to a UPS and making
sure that UPS is functioning
properly keeps problems to a
minimum. The touch screen
on the front of the BSK100

can be used to reset a hit
jackpot if the machine failed
to send jackpot reset com-
mand to the BSK100. When
preventative maintenance is
done on the slot bank, re-
member to clean out the fan

grill in order to keep the
BSK100 cool.

 - Vic Fortenbach
vfortenbach@slot-techs.com

For schematic diagrams, service
manuals, troubleshooting flowcharts
and more, visit the Slot Tech Maga-

zine FTP server.

Point your ftp client to slot-tech.com
username=Slot Tech
Password=kxkvi8
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Slot Tech Feature Article

The rapid infusion of ad-
vanced computer tech
nology and networked

devices in the "next genera-
tion" slot machine has
changed the rules for service
technicians, creating an ur-
gent need for high-tech skills.
Anything that provides new
competencies to service tech-
nicians is an asset to both the
technician and the employer,
but as I’ve learned, the ben-
efits of training are personal:
completing each new level is
a special gratification, and
every new skill makes me
more of a hot commodity.

The right training can boost
employee confidence, helping
technicians assume more
gaming floor responsibilities.
These are things such as in-
stalling games, removing and
replacing major internal com-
ponents, troubleshooting and
maintaining peripheral de-
vices, troubleshooting and
servicing progressive and
networked games, installing
and maintaining gaming de-
vice networks and systems,
and troubleshooting and re-
solving network performance

and interoperability prob-
lems. Some practical busi-
ness and office skills and
customer service training is
useful as well.  So, how does
a slot technology professional
get all of this training with-
out quitting a full-time job to
go back to school?  I found
the answer in Slot Machine
University.

For WMS, the Slot Machine
UniversitySM project started
for the purpose of answering
an increasingly urgent ques-
tion: How do you train 100
Field Service (Slot) Techni-
cians internally, without any
of them leaving their states
or provinces?  And, equally
as important, how do you
prepare this vastly distrib-
uted workforce to support the
upcoming generation of
server-based gaming prod-
ucts?  Simple. Design a
bunch of on-line simulated
virtual environment pro-
grams on the internet so that
technicians can learn how to
troubleshoot, test, configure
game options and use test
equipment to help develop
and upgrade their trouble-
shooting skills.

The increasing costs of train-
ing development and delivery
and the high demand for
trainers have made this
learning program a necessity.
The idea was to not leave any

region without tech support
or to send trainers to differ-
ent regions to train only one
person.  On-line training
gives technicians the chance
to update their skill levels,
develop on-going skills, and
develop new troubleshooting
techniques from either work
or home.

The man behind the program
is Christopher K. Challender,
Director of Slot Machines
University (SMU).
Challender has worked with
various aspects of learning
and performance solutions
since 1988, for organizations
that include the Department
of the Navy, Cablevision Sys-
tems (Long Island, NY), Edu-
cational Testing Service
(Princeton, NJ), and WMS
Gaming before he took his
current role as Director of
Customer Services and Core
Operations.

Challender has spent the
past two years working with
strategic learning solutions
partner Element K, develop-
ing and implementing the
SMU solution.  Element K
has more than 25 years of
experience with helping the
world's most prestigious
companies improve their
business through a tailored
combination of e-Learning,
flexible learning management
system options, content de-

Slot Machine University
By Kevin Noble
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DUPLICATE  OR VERIFY  YOUR EPROMS
FLASH, CF CARDS, SD CARDS RELIABLY

INDISPENSABLE TOOLS FOR YOUR SLOT DEPARTMENT

-HIGH SPEED COMPACT FLASH DUPLICATORS
-ON THE FLY CF CARD ENCRYPTION
-CHIP OR MEMORY TESTERS 
-32 SOCKET EPROM/FLASH GANG PROGRAMMERS
-UV EPROM Erasers
- HAND-HELD CHIP PROGRAMMERS
-UNIVERSAL DEVICE PROGRAMMERS
-SMALL PORTABLE / HAND HELD VERIFIER TESTERS
-CUSTOM ELECTRONICS FOR GAMING EQUIPMENT

             STAND ALONE OR PC BASED
                             DUPLICATORS
FROM THE BIGGEST NAME IN PROGRAMMERS

CALL 303-861-8200
WWW.LOGICALDEVICES.COM

If you need to automate your casino floor, develop custom
electronic games, test equipment, hand held or wireless
products, any other small electronics widget or gizmos, 
our team can design it for you without a single penny of 
enginnering development cost* contact us for more 

information .   * depending on quantity ordered

Authorized Distributors: Happ Control, AG& E ( American Gaming)

velopment, and managed learning services.

SMU’s goal is to provide the tools needed to
succeed in the ever changing industry of
gaming technology and to set the standard
for technology supporting professionals in
every gaming environment through training
and certification. SMU offers anyone work-
ing in the gaming industry a flexible online
learning and certification program applicable
to all gaming platforms and network/sys-
tems. SMU combines a series of custom-de-
veloped slot machine courses with a unique
array of network and systems courses se-
lected from industry-standard IT certification
programs to create a complete learning and
skill-developing solution.

SMU launched the gaming industry’s first
one-stop resource for vending-neutral gam-
ing technology training and certification pro-
gram at G2E in 2006.  It attracted a great
deal of interest and its customer base is ex-
panding rapidly.

WMS gaming is continually marketing this
program to Slot Floor Managers, Directors,
Slot Technicians and large Gaming Corpo-
rations.  The program is designed not just
for Slot Technicians, but for Lottery Termi-
nal Technicians, Field Service Technicians,
Gaming Network/Systems Support Techni-
cians, Slot Attendants, Bench Technicians,
Slot Accountants, Gaming & Compliance
Officers, Test Personnel and more.  The pro-
gram delivers the most current training to
both the novice and the experienced techni-
cian, introducing new technicians to the ba-
sic functions, offering experienced Slot Tech-
nicians new technologies, or allowing Net-
work and Systems personnel to troubleshoot,
diagnose, and resolve network problems.

One hour of asynchronous online learning
through SMU can provide students with
more useful information than several hours
of traditional classroom training. Students
can complete nearly any SMU course in
about an hour, move on to the next level,
skip a concept they are already skilled in,
focus on only the content most important to
them and skip irrelevant content, or go right
to the test.  For students who feel confident,
a certification exam is waiting. A passing
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grade of 85% allows the stu-
dent to print out a certificate
and move on to another skill
track.  Students who don’t
achieve this grade get ample
opportunities to study and
retake the exam.

These self-paced, flexible
classes can be completed
from home, work, or even a
public library during any
time of the day or evening.
These highly interactive mod-
ules are available 24/7, at
students’ convenience and on
demand.  A central server
delivers new material and
content, making it easy to
update old material, add new
material, and correct errors.
SMU customers can appoint
local administrators to run
reports, track student activ-
ity and monitor progress in-
stantly.

The SMU program includes
85 courses in five certifica-
tion tracks:

Gaming Support Certifica-
tion (Beginner)

Installation, conversions, and
optioning gaming machines

Gaming Service Certifica-
tion (Intermediate)

Performing preventive main-
tenance, basic service, and
basic repair on gaming ma-
chines

Gaming Machine Expert
Certification (advanced)

Troubleshooting, diagnosing,
and resolving complex prob-
lems with gaming machines,
peripheral devices, and net-
work interoperability with
games.

Gaming Network/Systems
Specialist Certification

Setting up and installing net-
work/systems infrastructure
for connecting gaming ma-
chines

Gaming Network/Systems
Expert Certification

Troubleshooting, diagnosing,
and resolving problems with
networks/systems.

Students who receive certifi-
cation will have the basic
knowledge they need to ser-
vice and support a broad ar-
ray of slot products and gam-
ing network systems.  For the
casino manager, these pro-
grams offer a way to identify,
attract and retain the best
talent, reduce training time
and cost, reduce game down-
time, enhance skill of slot
support staff, and get new
support staff productive
faster.  For the student, the
programs offer industry-rec-
ognized certificates that can
be proudly displayed in a
shop, at home, or create a
career track by serving as a
prerequisite for advance-
ment. As if that weren’t
enough, SMU courses are
fully accredited by the Inter-
national Association of Con-
tinuing Education and Train-
ing (IACET), and courses can
be applied for CEUs at col-
leges throughout the world.

In addition to the certification
programs, SMU offers non-
certificate courses in Slot At-
tendant training and Busi-
ness Skills.

But how does it work?  Cris
Challender showed me in
person.   He invited me to

hear presentations to poten-
tial customers, and even au-
dit a Slot Technician training
overview from Seattle. He e-
mailed me reading material
so I could follow the presen-
tation and take notes and al-
lowed me to experience SMU
learning levels in a demo
mode environment.

Without firsthand experience
of any one of the 85 courses,
a chance to navigate through
the different screens, and a
stab at one of the quizzes, I’d
never have understood fully
what this product is about.
Challender provided me a
username and password so
that I could explore some of
the many different learning
units within the courses, per-
form some of the navigation
controls, and experience the
text, graphics, animation,
and audio narrations that
make up the learning units.

Short learning units within
each course usually lasted
between 30 seconds to two
minutes, with the chance to
view the presentation in a
text version and view addi-
tional information relating to
the subject in the additional
reading tab located on the
right side of the primary view-
ing area.  What made it even
more interesting was the high
level of interactivity.  You
don’t just view and online
presentation, you actually
participate in an interactive
learning experience that
keeps you engaged in the
program at every step.

 I also had the chance to take
part in the multiple-choice or
true & false assessment
questions and quizzes that
are intertwined into the
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MEI is ISO 9001:2000 certified.

www.meigroup.com

ON A QUEST TO 
MAKE MORE MONEY? 

NAVIGATE WITH MEI®.

With technology advancing so rapidly, new products
and services are constantly entering the market. 
At MEI, we provide the right products, tools,
knowledge and service you need to make the right
choice for your casino.

MEI CASHFLOW®

The first-class bill acceptor every casino needs to make
more money, provide unrivaled security and increase
player experience. 

MEI EASITRAX®

Announcing our newest technology, providing a simple,
easy-to-use set of tools to manage the cash from your
games to your back-office cash room.

MEI CASHFLOW® STS
The premium support and test system that lets you
update your field base, monitor performance and run
diagnostics at an unmatched speed.

To learn more or arrange a demonstration, please contact
an MEI representative at NavigateG2E@meigroup.com or
visit us at Booth #2133 during G2E. MEI is the only way
to the newest technology and top-notch service 
you can count on.

learning units. After completing each
course’s content I was able to take an as-
sessment test, answering a handful of ques-
tions that tested the knowledge I needed to
earn a printable certificate. Clicking on the
"Take Assessment" button began the assess-
ment quiz for whatever module I had just
completed. I could verify my answers by se-
lecting the "Check Answers" tab at the top of
the page, where it told me whether my an-
swer was right or wrong.  Clicking on the
"Next" tab took me to the next question,
through the end of the assessment. At the
end of the assessment, I saw my results im-
mediately, along with my correct and incor-
rect answers.

I really enjoyed the challenge of the assess-
ment quizzes and just scratched the surface
in the Networking learning level that I need
to brush up on and get up to speed  (I’ve
been told that our company is currently field
testing this concept, with the possibility of
bringing this into to our workplace.).

Once enrolled into SMU, students can see
their own personal information in the "Ac-
count" tab. The information provided allows
students to verify and update their personal
information, set general preferences, view
information on the courses they’ve accessed,
and find detailed information on orders
they’ve placed. In the transcript drop-down
box, students can see the self-paced courses,
progress, recent scores and their status on
each learning level.  The "Content" tab lists
courses or events that will be displayed au-
tomatically if the student’s training provider
recommends or requires them. The "Cata-
log" tab contains all content that you can
access with your current subscription.

WMS Gaming has made a similar demon-
stration available online.  Visit http://
www.slotmachineuniversity.com for the op-
portunity to take part in your own course
sample. All the information needed to par-
ticipate in a sample learning level course, a
navigational and assessment demo and a
brief message of SMU orientation video is at
your fingertips.

 - Kevin Noble
knoble@slot-techs.com
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On-Site Slot Tech Training
Customized Classes Available

CRT and LCD
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